Abstract. In this paper, a novel real time map updating algorithm using a concept of lateral inhibition was proposed and it was evaluated by simple 2D room mapping experiment. For long time and difficult map creation process of simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithm, stable map updating is one of the important topics. By using the lateral inhibition process to the map updating process, it is able to reduce the complexity of the map updating process of the SLAM. It could reduce the noise around the wall and emphasize the border (such a wall). The experimental result of 6.0 x 3.5 m 2D room with many obstacles shows the x-y positional and the rotational estimation precision would be measured as Δx, y= 0±0 m (within laser range finder measurement error, ±S.D.) and the θ= -3.3×10 -4 ±1.4×10 -3 rad (1 hour measurement), and the map was updated real time when the laser range finder sensor was moving from a position to another room position with low speed. In addition, the environment map was created without deformation in the three trees environment which has a little wind (<1m/sec) and uneven shape. The long time stable position and rotation estimation could be realized by using the lateral inhibition mapping update algorithm.
Introduction
In this paper, a novel real time map updating algorithm using a concept of lateral inhibition was proposed and it was evaluated by simple 2D room mapping experiment. For long time and difficult map creation process of simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithm, stable map updating is one of the important topics [1] . Especially, there is a large demand to use the SLAM algorithms in outdoor natural environment (such as inside forest) and the algorithms would be necessary to robust against not only the sensor noise itself, but the vibration (such as leaf, branch and tree) affected by unpredictable natural wind. Previously proposed method used a method of improving the scan matching method [2, 3] and stochastic estimation method that considers many error factors [1, 4] . Although above methods could create the map by short time period's sensor information, but it should be taken into account the all of small estimation errors in the case of a long time map creation process.
Previous method's map creation processes have been used a concept of occupancy grid map in the SLAM algorithm [5, 6] . Even if the laser range finder (LRF) sensor would measure precise distance information, in the natural environment, the vibration and noise of the natural object such as trees would be always measured. In addition, the vibration and the noise problem appears prominently in the long time map creation process. As shown in Fig. 1 , the vibration and noise would deform the occupancy grid map and the thickness of the wall of the map would increase by the vibration and noise. It generally would collapse or deform of the map. In the present study, the real time occupancy grid map updating algorithm using an algorithm of using lateral inhibition (Fig. 2) was proposed. Basically, reduction of the error in long time positional / rotational estimation is realized easily by the map updating method even though the long time period's map creation. 
Method
Key point of the proposed method is lateral inhibition real time map updating. Generally, it is necessary to update the internal map by using the measured distance data and the estimated position in the SLAM algorithm. The updated map would take into account the noise of the LRF and estimation in long time map updating. As a result, the thickness of the updated map, especially, wall parts would be increasing and unstable.
In our method, the internal map would be updated by lateral inhibition filter L3 donated by Fig. 2 . L3 changes the original value depending on the surrounding value. As shown in Fig. 3 of one-dimensional value, it could reduce the noise around the wall (red arrow) and emphasize the border (such a wall) by using L3 for all (x, y) positions of the map. Created blurring map is continuously being brushed up and the distribution of the existence probability of the wall is shrinking by the continuous filtering. L3 is transformed into a two-dimensional filter and its parameters are adjusted at implementation. When the 3x3 lateral inhibition filter is L and the filtered existence probability of the wall in the map is map (x, y), the updated map is described as, (1) where the meaning of x, y is the position in the map. The center parameter of L is 1 and the lateral parameters of L are adjusted to -1/20 in experiment.
Lateral inhibition is a concept of neural system which emphasizes the contrast and boundary of the information such as vision [7] . Its essence is that the adjacent elements inhibit each other and the filtered value is changed by the ratio of the original value to the adjacent values. 
Experiment
The validity of the lateral inhibition is confirmed by 2D mapping process which uses a simple scan matching between the past map and current sensor data as localization method.
In the first experiment, the mapping process in the case of fixing the position and the direction of the sensor in the center of 6.0 x 3.5 m room during 30 seconds is confirmed. As distance sensor, the LRF was used (URG-04LX-UG01, max measurement distance about 5 m, range 240 degrees, 12 fps, Hokuyo Denki). The precision of the distance is about 3 cm (at 4 m distance) and the one division (1 pixel on the map) was taken as 4 cm. Walls of the environmental map are represented by gray pixels which mean existence probability of obstacles.
In the second experiment, a map of 6.0 x 3.5 m room and corridor environment is created by moving LRF and the mapping process is confirmed.
In the third experiment, a map of an outdoor environment which is surrounded by three trees covered with leaves is created and the mapping process is confirmed. In this experiment, the LRF is positioned at a center of the three trees in the direction upper side firstly and it is turned right 360 degrees by hand during 2 minutes.
Result
In the first experiment, Fig. 4(a) shows the case of the fixed LRF in the room environment. The wall existence probability was diffused broadly with time and the shape of the wall was deformed after 30 sec map creation. Fig. 4(b) shows the case of the proposed lateral inhibition filter map creation process while 1 hour experiment. Although the 1 hour long time mapping, the obtained map was cleared and the existence probability of the wall was not blurred. As basic performance, the x-y positional and the rotational estimation precision would be measured as Δ x,y = 0±0 m (within LRF measurement error (3 cm), ± S.D.) and the θ= -3.3×10 -4 ±1.4×10 -3 rad when the LRF fixed at one position in the room with 1 hour lateral inhibition filter case.
In the second experiment, Fig. 5(a) shows the outline of experimental environment and Fig. 5(b) shows the experimental result of the SLAM algorithm moving 6.0 x 3.5 m room through the door to the corridor. In this experiment, the LRF was positioned at A in the direction lower side (green triangle) firstly and it turned to the upper side (rotation angle is about 180 degrees), and it was moved by hand from position A to D via through the door. By using the proposed algorithm, the wall part would remain stably without the wall becomes thicker.
In the third experiment, Fig. 6(a)(b) shows the experimental environment and Fig. 6(c) shows the experimental result of the outdoor mapping. By using the proposed algorithm, the environment map was created without deformation in the three trees environment which has a little wind (<1m/sec) and uneven shape. The x-y positional estimation precision was measured as Δx = -2.0×10 -4 ±2.5×10 
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel real time map updating algorithm using a concept of lateral inhibition was proposed and it was evaluated by simple 2D room mapping experiment. The experimental result of 6.0 x 3.5 m 2D room with many obstacles shows the x-y positional and the rotational estimation precision would be measured as Δx, y= 0±0 m (within LRF measurement error, ±S.D.) and the θ= -3.3×10 -4 ±1.4×10 -3 rad (1 hour measurement), and the map was updated real time when the LRF sensor was moving from a position to another room position with low speed. In addition, the environment map was created without deformation in the three trees environment which has a little wind (<1m/sec) and uneven shape. By using the lateral inhibition mapping update algorithm, the long time stable position and rotation estimation could be realized.
